In this paper we develop a comprehensive framework to identify and analyze the non-marketable public debt stock accumulated by the informal debt-creating transactions among public sector entities, an important share of debt stock of public sector in Turkey that is backed by special budgetary rules with significant time lag and is hidden from public surveillance. This framework consists of three parts: Descriptive, modelling and empirical. By determining the "accurate" budget process of public sector and its "invisible balance", we find out the hidden non-marketable debt stock data from 1989Q1 to 2009Q4. Then, we develop a dynamical model to seek whether Treasury's process of servicing the non-marketable public debt results with the contraction of liquidity in public sector, leading to the financial crisis [2000][2001]. Finally we analyze the hidden debt stock data on phase-space and confirm the findings of our model, which shows that the debt dynamics may follow a non-linear path.
Introduction
The literature on non-marketable public debt stock mainly focuses on market value estimates for outstanding government debt including non-marketable debt items in order to obtain total marketable government debt, Seater (1981) , Cox and Hirschorn (1983) , Butkiewicz (1983) and Marcet and Scott (2009) . These studies on US government debt stock enjoy the advantageous of having complete information on the amount of securities and the main complication only arises in finding a consistent series for the market value of debt. On the other hand, for the developing economies because of lack of transparency the analysis of government debt is generally illposed even for multi-lateral institutions. In this context, the international creditors can probably be misinformed.
For IMF this is crucial since in 90's several countries have suffered from the simultaneous onset of currency crises and banking crises leading to full-blown economic crises while their economies were under monitoring of IMF (Stiglitz et al.,1998) . It is well known that debt crises can be caused by political, institutional and structural 3 stylized facts discussed in Sections 2 and 3. Section 5 finally predicts the magnitudes of illiquidity associated with Turkish debt crises in 1994 and 2001, respectively. Since Treasury's additional net-borrowing process is an implication of a deterministic fiscal policy, Section 6 provides a broader characterization of debt dynamics, and examines the time evolution characteristics of additional net-borrowing data by implementing dynamical systems theory, particularly by reconstructing phase-space and computing maximal LE. The motivation behind the analysis of attractor(s) on phase-space is to locate an unpredictable outcome (shift in equilibria set) of such borrowing process whose initialization is rather deterministic. 
Informal debt-creating (non-budgetary) transactions and non-marketable public debt stock
The public sector in Turkey comprises eight main public entities, each of which has its own budget according to budget appropriation laws (see IMF report no:00/14 2000). These are Central Government (CG), Local Authorities (LA), State Economic Entreprises (SEE), Social Security Institutions (SSI), Extra Budgetary Funds (EBF), Unemployement Insurance Fund (UF or UI), the SEEs under privatization, and the Central Bank (CBRT). The SEE comprises financial SEEs (state banks) and non-financial SEEs. The public debt stock in Turkey is composed of external and domestic debt stocks of entire public sector. Beginning from 1986, the external debt stock of each public sector entity is quarterly announced by Treasury. The external debt stock data are sufficiently detailed, transparent and consistent (Önel and Utkulu 2006) . Even though the domestic debt stock data of CG are announced, those of OG are not announced 3 . The domestic debt stock of public sector should be considered as the union of marketable domestic debt stock and "non-marketable domestic debt stock" which we refer simply non-marketable debt stock. By definition the marketable debt stock of public sector is securitized 4 and it accumulates by the issuance of cash governmental bonds (G-bonds) and cash treasury bills (T-bills) to the financial markets. The data for the marketable debt stock can be found on periodical announcements of Treasury. On the other hand, the non-marketable debt stock consists of the liabilities of 8 public sector entities to each other, implying that any entity may become debtor or creditor or both within public sector's fiscal operations network. The non-marketable debt is completely domestic and is only held by creditor public entities and is closed to public trade. The non-marketable debt stock accumulates from the informal debtor/creditor relationships among public sector entities. The informal debtor/creditor relationships are established by transactions which are not registered to transactors' budgets.
The non-budgetary transactions can occur in form of cash transactions and/or in form of transactions of goods and/or services both commercial and noncommercial. More precisely, non-budgetary transactions are debtcreating transactions among public entities, which are informal and unrecorded unless they are securitized. Treasury issues "non-cash" governmental bonds (non-cash G-bonds) and "non-cash" treasury bills (non-cash T-bills) to the public entities which are determined to be creditor following the consolidation of nonbudgetary transactions. This securitization leads to an increase in both non-cash G-bond and non-cash T-bill stocks. The stock of the non-cash securities is referred "securitized non-marketable public debt stock". At the 5 The terms "hidden transactions" and "non-budgetary transactions" can be used interchangeably throughout the paper. however Turkish authorities do not present the data on the informal debt-creating transactions and the interest payments associated with them. Therefore, a significant part of net-increase in annual/quarterly public debt stock is hidden from the public surveillence.
6 3. Public sector budget structure and its "accurate" financing requirement
This section presents the hidden part of public sector's budget structure which produces the non-marketable debt stock and introduces the budget identities characterizing the "accurate" budget structure of public sector in Turkey. Figure 1 depicts the "accurate" budget structure of public sector. To determine "accurate" financing requirement of public sector, the balance of public sector's budget should be decomposed into its Focusing on the balance of CG underestimates the extent of the deficit of the entire public sector, as was the case in some years, when the deficit of the rest of the components of the public sector was manifold that of 8 In order to avoid notational complexity the budget identities are expressed in terms of "words". Akcay et al., 2001; Keyder 2003 ; Jobert et al., 2007; Payne et al., 2008) , leading to underestimations.
Treasury's additional net-borrowing
According to the literature Eq.(1) should hold for public sector overall budget, where LHS of Eq.(1) denotes the difference between received and paid principals from market, G denotes the non-interest spendings, T denotes the revenues, IP denotes interest payments and hence G-T denotes the primary balance of total public sector.
However, we consider that Eq.(1) has an implicit assumption. That is, the net-change in gross debt should be equal to the overall budget deficit. On the other hand we observe that this is impossible or hardly possible because of the transparency policy of Treasury and that the non-budgetary transactions. Figure 2 clarifies the issue and depicts the series obtained by
. It is easy to see that there exists substantial difference between net-increase in announced nominal debt stock and borrowing requirement of total public sector per annual nominal GDP. The series signifying that difference has positive mean, implying persistent unobserved deficit of public sector and hence non-marketable debt stock. Therefore let us rewrite Eq.
(1) as given in Eq.(2), where in nominal terms T e denotes the Treasury's additional net-borrowing from market and measures a partition of non-marketable debt service which is paid to non-cash G-bond holders within a given period T. The net-increase in announced debt stock 9 should be equal to the sum of budget financing of public sector (budgetary transactions) and payments for securitized part of non-marketable debt stock. Therefore, we have to revise the general budget identity given by Eq.(1).
The term T e reveals the payment process of non-marketable debt stock. The T e data can directly be obtained from Eq.(2) and takes place as the second term in RHS of (Eq.6 appendix). 
A model for the non-budgetary transactions and possible debt crisis
This sub-section proposes a modelling for both the accumulation of hidden transactions and the payment process of the securitized non-marketable debt stock in order to seek whether illiqudity in public sector originates from the dynamical behavior of the payment process. Following from the information stated in section 2, let us assume that at the end of period T-1 Treasury decides to securitize some amount of nonmarketable debt stock by negociating the interest rate on non-cash G-bonds with OG and that schedules to pay the debt stock and associated interests within succesive K-periods. Let us denote the securitized amount of non-marketable debt stock by T S and its value in real terms by 
The real interest rate that Treasury guarantees to pay to OG is assumed to be constant,
Likewise, the market real ex-post interest rate,
Treasury's additional net-borrowing process established in order to totally pay the securitized partition of non-marketable debt stock exhibits nonlinear character. Moreover, if the last term in RHS of Eq.(3) is zero, implying no further hidden transactions during payment process, the process shown by Eq.(3) certainly do not follow stochastic character, but follows only nonlinear character. 
Borrowing from OG to finance interest payments,

2000-2001 Crisis
Within 1992-1996 Treasury issued Holding bonds for the debts of SEE, SSI, and EBF (see Dikec 2001) . As a result the debts of these OG are holded by Treasury. Moreover, In 1984 ,1992 and 1999 12 In order to obtain intra-gov nominal ex-post interest rate for 1999, the interest payments on non-cash G-bond and T-bill stocks are taken into account and Eq. (4) is applied. Then the nominal ex-post interest rate is adjusted by the annual inflation rate through 1999. The data is obtained from "1999 Treasury Operations Report" released by Turkish Court of Accounts. 13 According to the data by CBRT and SPO, annual average compound (fixed) coupon rates on T-Bill and G-Bonds auctions in 1999 are adjusted by annual inflation and converted to quarterly avg rate. www.tcmb.gov.tr.
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Treasury should borrow from the market the total amount given by implying that Treasury has a strategy as defined by second case. Since we could not directly observe the total amount of non-marketable debt stock, we focus on the payment process of the securitized partition of the nonmarketable debt stock. Since Treasury finances the payment process by borrowing from market, the extra amount can be directly observed from the Treasury's net-borrowing which exceeds the budget financing requirement of the public sector. report that the path of aggregate public debt as a ratio to GNP displays significant degree of inertia and would be brought down only gradually and slowly. However, we show that when non-marketable debt stock is taken into account, the gradual bringing down of debt stock is resulted by liquidity crisis.
Non-standard approach to additional net-borrowing data
This sub-section introduces the methodology that we use for phase-space analysis of the data for extra net- Depending on the data, embedding can be established even when m is less than 2n+1 (Gencay Dechert 1992) . Abarbanel (1995) give us a good suggestion on how to select m and d. From now on the time delay d, is taken to be equal to 1, which corresponds our observation interval in time domain. First of all, we reconstruct the appropriate phase-space for extra-net borrowing data in real terms by To compute maximal Lyapunov exponent directly, similar to the algorithm of Wolf et al.,(1985) , Kantz (1994) use the fact that the distance between two trajectories typically increases with a rate given by the max The amount of additional net-borrowing can be predictable for 9 lags and then the payment process becomes unstable, implying an inevitable debt crisis. In words, if the number of scheduled payments exceeds 9 lags, then we expect to observe an eventual spike in time-domain, implying that this transition is inevitable. We also conclude that the velocity of the divergence confirms the findings of Özkan (2005) . The author states that given the gap between the public sector borrowing requirement and the size of the domestic capital markets the outcome was ever-increasing real interest rates on domestic borrowing, which, in turn, became the source of further deterioration in public balances.
Results and Discussion
In this paper we analyzed the public sector debt dynamics in different perspective. In contrast with (Akyüz and Boratav 2003) , we showed that the non-marketable debt stock was not the outcome of IMF policies, instead it was in play in 2000-2001 Turkish crisis episodes. Our study contributes the literature in various respects. First of all, it is understood that even though Turkish economy was under the surveillence of the IMF due to the stabilization programme, Turkish authorities has misled the IMF staff regarding the hidden public debt stock and invisible budget process. Secondly, we introduced informal debt-creating transactions, which will strengthen the efforts on fiscal transparency. We established a general model for the accumulation of non-marketable debt stock and explained the high magnitude spikes observed in data. Applying findings of the model to the obtained data, we showed that the magnitudes of illiquidity can be explained by our model.
Finally, we applied "non-standard" approach to the data of Treasury's payment process and checked the explicative power of our theoretical model. The problem in most of the studies that analyze public debt sustainability (standard approach) in the aftermath of the global finance crisis is that, they suffer from not taking into account non-linearity: The crisis period may be exceptional in the sense that the fiscal stimulus packages put heavy burden on the public debt while the low economic growth rates lead to further deteriorations of the debt dynamics. In this sense, debt dynamics may follow a non-linear path. Non-marketable debt stock principal payments = { Non-budgetary and Securitized payments + (A.8)
